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Issue 8  Weekly Information Bulletin      Date: Friday 27 October 2023 

Catholic Life - This year we are focusing on ‘Year of Live Simply’.  
Termly Theme: The Common Good - Live in Solidarity 

Termly SJW Values – Compassionate and Loving 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saint John Wall Catholic School 

A Catholic School For All 

Mission Statement 

‘To educate each and every unique child in our care to hear  

and respond to what God calls them to be’ 

“Pupils blossom at this unique and caring school.” Saint John 
Wall Catholic School Ofsted Inspection Report, June 2023. 
 
With all that is happening in the world June feels a long time 
ago when Ofsted inspectors visited Saint John Wall. Something 
I clearly remember, however, is hearing the lead inspector say 
he’d never received such positive feedback in any school he’d 
inspected. The full report has now been published and is found 
on our website. As shown above, its first line is as big a 
compliment as could be paid to any school. The rest of it makes 
good reading too. Congratulations to Miss Marston and all staff 
and of course our pupils on achieving such a brilliant outcome.  
 
Still on events of the summer, Mr Holder recently provided 
governors with a very detailed account of how last year’s Year 
11 pupils performed in their exams. He informed us that our 
2023 Progress 8 (P8) score is +0.92. As a reminder, a school’s 
P8 score is the measure the government uses to track the 
progress pupils have made since starting in Year 7. A P8 of 0.0 
tells you pupils have achieved what is expected of them, no 
more and no less. A P8 of +0.92 is an absolutely extraordinary 
figure. It means our pupils achieved very nearly a whole GCSE 
grade higher in every subject compared to pupils nationally.  An 
astounding result I’m sure you agree. Last week the official data 
for all schools was published: 
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk   
They show we are placed in the top 3% of schools across the 
country. Incidentally our P8 score for girls is 2nd in Birmingham!  
 
These results tell us that year-on-year the school continues to 

excel. Saint John Wall remains amongst the best of any Catholic 

school in the whole Archdiocese of Birmingham. Many 

congratulations go to the pupils on their astonishing 

achievement. 

This week in Afternoon Prayer… “We remembered and 

prayed for Black History Month. I think this is important 

because black people faced racism and were used unwillingly. 

We also prayed for and reflected on being grateful and 

generous people. We can be grateful and generous by giving 

to charity because this is a good cause. I like Afternoon Prayer 

because it shows us the important things we should reflect 

on.” 

By Christina Morisho 7HEA 
 

 

This week in our Weekly Worship… “We focused on safety 

over the half term. We discussed safety around Halloween 

and bonfire night. We also thought about the do's and dont's 

for over the holidays, especially around using fireworks. We 

reflected on how to be safe around them. We also focused on 

anti-social behaviour and why it is important to behave 

correctly over the holidays.” 

By Adunoluwa Adesola 7HAL 

 

 

 

 

 

Message from Chair of Governors 

https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/
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Lord God of compassion, whose will is for peace built on 
righteousness. We pray for peace in Gaza and Israel. For an 
end to hostilities; for comfort and help for all who suffer; and 
for reconciliation between all those who live there. Through 
Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace, 
Amen. 
Saint John Wall, pray for us. 
 
By Martin Jones - Chair of Governors 
 

Good luck to them as they now move on to their next stage 
of further education or training. Ofsted picked up on this and 
mentioned in their report that “pupils gain the 
qualifications needed for future study, employment or 
training.” In fact, over three-quarters of those pupils are 
now studying Level 3 courses such as A Levels, a combination 
of A Levels/BTEC, BTEC or T Level courses. Last but not least 
thank you to parents for supporting the school remembering 
their children had to overcome the many problems caused 
by the Covid lockdowns whilst in Years 8 and 9. 
 
Congratulations again to Miss Marston and her incredible 
team of staff for the dedication and expertise they continue 
to provide. Life goes on however and already staff are 
preparing the current Year 11 pupils for next summer’s 
exams. It’s a big challenge to repeat such a performance 
again but based on past outcomes they will be given the very 
best chance to succeed.  
 
Another excerpt from Ofsted’s report stated that 
“Safeguarding is a strength of the school.” For any school 
to be successful each of its pupils has to be confident that 
they are studying in a safe and secure environment. Mrs 
Crooks recently provided governors’ annual training on this 
with a particular emphasis regarding on-line activities. 
Parents can be certain that safety is paramount in all our 
school planning. For further help and information on 
safeguarding please look on our website. 
 
This school year began on a very sad note as Miss Marston 
and staff paid their respects at the funeral of Miss 
Nightingale, our School Games Officer. Her sudden death in 
July shocked everyone. Miss Nightingale will be missed by all 
who knew and worked with her but without doubt the 
legacy of the work she began will be built upon to benefit 
many in the years to come.  
Eternal rest grant unto her O Lord and let perpetual light 

shine upon her may she rest in peace and may her soul and 

the souls of the faithful departed, through the mercy of 

God, rest in peace. Amen 

Please get in touch should you require any more detail about 
what I’ve written. Before finishing I wish a relaxing half-term 
break to Miss Marston, all the staff and pupils.  
 

The evolving situation in the Middle East is extremely 

concerning to all of us and especially for those helping young 

people make sense of complex global events. In its report 

Ofsted noted that at Saint John Wall: “difference is valued, 

nurtured and celebrated. This fosters a happy, safe and 

harmonious school culture.”  If only it was true throughout 

our world. So, and until the next time, I’ll end with this 

prayer: 
 

We have some fantastic news to share about some of our 

former pupils who attended King Edwards Handsworth boys 

grammar school for their A-levels. 

• Callum Khan achieved ABB in his A-levels and is going 

to study Architecture at University of Manchester 

• Saksham Dadhwal achieved DCD in his A-levels and is 

going to study Healthcare at Worcester University 

• Awais Younis achieved ABB in his A-levels and is going 

to study Computer Science at Aston University 

We would like to wish them the very best in the next steps 

of their further education. 
 

I have further pleasing news from our leavers 2023 and the 

survey they completed on their KS4 results day based on 

their learning journey at Saint John Wall.  

• 94% agreed or strongly agreed that they enjoy school 

• 98% agreed or strongly agreed that the teaching is 

good at Saint John Wall 

• 97% agreed or strongly agreed that they felt safe in 

school 

• 99% agreed or strongly agreed that they have been 

helped to do their very best 
 

Based on the results and their next step destinations that the 

Leavers 2023 cohort achieved, I am sure that in two years 

time we will have some amazing A-levels and university 

destinations to celebrate. 
 

By Mr Holder 
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• INSET Day 
Friday 27 October 2023 - School closed to all pupils 
 

• Half Term 
Monday 30 October 2023 to Friday 3 November 2023 
 

• Year 11 Mock 1 Examinations 
Monday 6 November 2023 to Friday 10 November 2023 
 

 

• Values@Day 
Wednesday 15 November 2023 
 

• MAD Museum Stratford - 30 Year 7 pupils 
Wednesday 15 November 2023 - 9am to 3.30pm 
 

• Aston University Campus Experience Day - 30 Year 8 pupils 
Wednesday 22 November 2023 - 9am to 3.10pm 
 

• Year 7 and Year 9 Assessment Week 
Monday 27 November 2023 to Friday 1 December 2023 
 

• Year 11 Parents’ Evening and invited Year 10s 
Thursday 7 December 2023 – 4pm to 6pm 
 

 

Dates to Note Staffing Updates from Miss Marston 

We have had a few staffing changes this week ready for after 
half term. 
We are very pleased to welcome back Ms Turner to the English 
department. Ms Turner is an experienced English teacher and 
ITT mentor, who has worked previously at Saint John Wall. 
Mrs Kroitoru will change her role from cover supervisor to EAL 
and MFL teacher. 
Mr Rosellon is leaving to take up a job in industry. We are very 
sorry to see Mr Rosellon leave us and would like to thank him 
for his contributions to the EAL and MFL departments over the 
last 3 years We wish him all the best for the future. 
 

Goodbye Message 

“It is with a mix of emotions that I write to say goodbye to SJW 

after three wonderful years as a Spanish and EAL teacher. My 

time here has been a fantastic journey, filled with memorable 

moments and valuable experiences. The warmth and support 

from both the staff and pupils have made this place feel like a 

second home. Working with the pupils has been an incredible 

privilege, their enthusiasm for learning and their willingness to 

take on language challenges have been truly inspiring. 

Having said this, I would like to express my gratitude to 
everyone for entrusting me with these roles, your support has 
meant the world to me. 
 

As I move on to new adventures, I take with me the fond 
memories and lessons learnt here. SJW will always hold a 
special place in my heart. 
 

Thank you for everything once again, I will miss you all.” 
 
By Mr Rosellon 
 

Welcome to Saint John Wall 

“I am delighted to join Saint John Wall as an English teacher 

and mentor to trainee teachers. Having worked at Saint John 

Wall previously around five years ago, I understand what a 

special and unique school it is with warm and caring staff and 

pupils with personality who want to do well and work hard 

to fulfil their potential.  I'm really looking forward to supporting 

the next generation of up and coming teachers and believe 

passionately in teacher development and use of research to 

support high quality teaching and learning. I am so looking 

forward to working once more in such a caring, compassionate 

and stimulating environment. Saint John Wall has always held 

a very dear place in my heart and I hope to make a positive 

contribution to its highly successful English team.” 

By Ms Turner 

St Mary’s Coffee Club 

 We were treated to traditional music from Ireland and Syria 
courtesy of today’s guests. Raghad, a Syrian refugee was part 
of a national orchestra before she had to flee to safety some 
years ago and is busy sharing her talents in the UK now. We 
were unable able to get pictures of the musicians playing but 
thoroughly enjoyed listening. Pupils enjoyed explaining their 
cultural heritage outfits and we finished our visit off by 
singing happy birthday to Wendy who will be 80 tomorrow! 
 
By Mrs Clayton 
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Catholic Life 

Year 8 Wellbeing Ambassadors  

The Wellbeing Ambassadors have been working hard over the 

past few weeks putting together resources for Mental Health 

Awareness Day. Pupils put together resources including word 

searches and colouring that were then used by staff before 

their department meetings. Staff were able to take time out to 

think about their own Mental Health before their meeting. 

Pupils also thought about different Mental Health charities in 

the local Birmingham area and researched why we should raise 

money for them! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 7 St Chad’s Sanctuary  

This week, pupils from the SVP and Sanctuary Team in Year 7 

visited St Chad’s Sanctuary. They had a tour of the Sanctuary 

and reflected on Asylum Seekers and Refugees and the 

journeys they have to take. They also discussed the importance 

of their donations and how these donations help so many 

people. Thank you to Brendan from St Chad’s Sanctuary for the 

guided tour. From next half term both teams will be looking 

into ways of supporting the Sanctuary further and will organise 

and lead on our Advent charity campaign for the Year group.  

 

 

Year 7 SVP 

After their commissioning Mass last month, the SVP group have 

been introduced to St Vincent de Paul and the work of the 

society. With the information they had found out, the group 

made posters and also prayed for five different people using 

the outline of their hand. They also completed some work on 

Asylum Seekers and Refugees and the differences between 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blessings of the Classrooms 

At the beginning of the month, Fr Subba visited school to bless 

every classroom in the school. Fr Subba blessed the classrooms, 

praying for all teaching and learning that takes place inside 

them. He also prayed for all staff and pupils at the school. 

Thank you to Fr Subba for taking time to do this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 8 CAFOD One World Group 

The CAFOD One World Group has met to reflect and learn more 

about Pope Francis’ letter to the world ‘Laudato Si’.  

The One World group has been working towards getting more 

people to eat meat free meals at least once a week. This is 

beneficial towards you and the planet. There are many 

surprising benefits towards beginning to start having a meat 

free diet. For example: 

• Reduced risk of Heart Failure 

• Reduced risk of Heart Disease & Stroke 

• Reduced risk of *Cholesterol *(a waxy, fat-like substance 

that your body needs for good health, but in the right 

amounts) 

• Reduced risk of Obesity 

• Reduced risk of Cancer 

• Reduced Weekly Shop Cost 
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• Reduced Environmental Damage 

• Reduced World Hunger 

These are all the benefits of having at least one meat free 

meal a week if not more. 

By Aaliyah Bains 8LEV 

The world the beautiful world 

Watching us as we work. 

Trying our best to make things right. 

Making sure we help earth be bright. 

Picking litter, using less water. 

You can make a difference. 

You can start making things shine bright. 

By Hayden Sidhu 8LEV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 Liturgy Team 

Our Liturgy Team has continued to support the school 

throughout October, giving up their time to support Mr Lysaght 

in the Chapel at lunchtimes, creating beautiful displays for 

Weekly Worship, and completing audits on the Catholic Life of 

the school.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 Mass at St. Augustine’s Parish October 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Mrs Ellis and Mr Lysaght 
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Year 7 Welcome Mass 

Over the last half term Year 7 have been preparing for their 

Welcome Mass. Each Monday morning, we have enjoyed 

learning new songs with Mrs Crooks which we sang during the 

Mass.  

On Tuesday each form visited the Chapel to work with Mr 

Lysaght on what it means to belong. They studied the scripture 

for Mass and reflected on the life of Saint John Wall.  

On Thursday we celebrated mass together, along with parents 
and staff from some of our feeder primary schools. 
Fr Subba was led in by dhol drummers Akhil Ram 8JAS and Arjan 
Badhan 9GRE along with altar servers Andrzej Kozakiewicz 
7BRS and Dieudonne Nah 7PAL. Thank you all for supporting 
our mass. 
Our school shields were presented to Fr Subba and prayers 
offered up for God as our strength and our shield.  
 
Thank you to our readers: 
 

• Ajai Harrison-Durrell 7PAL 

• Chinomso Isife 7PAL 

• Ava Henry 7PAL 

• Seth Holder 7PAL 

• Olawunmi Ilori 7PAL 

• Adunoluwa Adesola 7HAL 

• Goldlyn Omali-Okonkwo 7PAL 

• Tanaka Johwa 7HEA 

• Joshua Nyika 7BRS 

• Christina Monisho 7HEA 

• Valerie Ejianreh 7PAL 
  
We would also like to thank Nathanael Byfield 8ESM for his 

amazing drumming skills, accompanying Mrs Crooks with the 

music.  

By Mrs Ellis 
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Black History Month 

 
 

Last week we were delighted to have Britain's first ever black ballerina Julie Felix come into school for the day. Julie had some 

talks with Year 7 & 8 pupils about her struggles being a black ballerina in a profession that, at the time, was not inclusive to 

people of colour. She talked about her successes as well as her struggles and also gave advice to the pupils on how to achieve 

their dreams despite rejection. In the afternoon, Julie then ran a dance workshop with our dance pupils to help them prepare 

for the Christmas show. All the pupils said they learnt so much from Julie's story and she has inspired many to achieve their 

dreams. 

By Miss Antonucci 

 

On Tuesday, we had a visit from Horizon Voices who have been working with Year 8's virtually over the past few weeks to 
complete a singing project. They ended their project with a visit to the school this week where the pupils had an introduction 
to songwriting, singing as a group as well as including body percussion. Thank you to Horizon Voices for a great day, giving 
pupils a unique perspective to singing and songwriting. 
 
By Miss Antonucci 
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Black History Month 

 
 

On Tuesday, Pauline Tomlin, a singer, dancer, actress, motivational speaker, and former English Teacher from Leeds came to 

speak to some Year 7 and 11 pupils for Black History Month. During the talk called 'An Audience with Ms T', the pupils were 

given a bit of a background to Pauline’s life, growing up in Leeds being from a Caribbean background, and how society treated 

her growing up in the 1970s. She spoke about how she never let this treatment bring her down, and how she would always 

try her hardest to succeed, leading to her often being the only black person in her class, or as she described it, 'A piece of coal 

in the snow'. Pupils were then told about how your differences should not be something to hold you back, and if someone is 

using this against you, then you should find the courage to find people who will lift you up and help you grow as a person, 

with the key message from this session being 'You are UNIQUE, and that is your superpower!'. 

By Mr Hayaat 

 

“I really enjoyed the speech because it taught a very 

valuable lesson that you need to be kind to yourself, 

and you are one of one.”  

By Bartosz Jan Hamela 11RAT 

“Inspirational, gave me a new perspective on life.”  

By Rohan Rai Sehjail 11SIM 

 

“She was an inspiring person who taught us to never 

give up because you don't know where you'll end up.” 

By Natasha Phagania 11RAT 
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Cultural Heritage Day 
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Head of Year News 

 
Head of Year Spotlight. This month, Year 11: 

Firstly, how fast has this term gone?  Let's put some breaks 
on!  
  

• Congratulations and well done for successfully 
completing your first half term as Year 11 pupils.  I am 
proud to be part of your team - keep shining!  

 

• Our attendance to school is good, but we have room for 
improvement, including arriving to school on 
time.  Please reflect on your attendance and let's aim 
for a stronger performance after half term on 
attendance and punctuality.  

 

• Your attendance to after school revision has been 
strong and I have seen how well you are engaging in 
these sessions.  Please note, it is compulsory to attend 
revision, as this is precious time with your teachers to 
help you reach and exceed your targets.   

 

• Several of you have been looking into post 16 providers, 
including sixth forms and colleges and some have visited 
open days.  Please ensure that you are talking to Mr 
Holder and myself about these so we can help and guide 
you.   
  

• A highlight for me has been our Weekly Worships, and 
you have been reverent and shown maturity, with our 
visitors commenting on your excellence, this is brilliant, 
well done.  We will be having several more post 16 
providers joining our Weekly Worships during 
November and December.             
  

• You have your first set of Mock exams after half term, 
so it is important you are creating set routines for your 
mind and body.    

 

• I would like to thank the school prefects for everything 
you do for the school and the support you provide for 
all the pupils in our school.  

  
Finally, on behalf of our Year 11 pupils, I would like to thank 
all members of staff that care and educate our pupils - 
thank you.    
  
"We can't help everyone, but everyone can help someone"  
  
#SHINE  
 

By Mr Hussain  
 

Upcoming School Events – Important Dates 

• 8th November - Year 7 Transition at Nechells 
Wellbeing Centre 

 

• 15th November – Values@Day 1 

 

▪ Girls Sports Taster Session (Year 7)  
▪ Mad Museum Stratford (Year 7)  
▪ Year 7 Transition at Nechells Wellbeing 

Centre  
 

• 17th November – Year 10 Reports to Parents  
 

• 22nd November – Aston University Campus Experience 
Day (Year 8)  

 

• 23rd November – Boys and Girls Athletics (Year 8)  
 

• 27th November – Year 7 & Year 9 Assessment Week 1  
 

Half Term Events in Birmingham 
 

• City Sights and History Walking Tour – 
www.explorebirmingham.uk  
 

• Ice Skate Birmingham – 2nd November until 7th 
January @ Centenary Square  

 

• The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe – 14th 
November until 28th January @ The Rep Theatre  

 

• Christmas at Sandwell Valley – 25th November – 26th 
November  

 

• Mind/Body/Spirit Festival @ NEC Birmingham – 17th 
until 19th November  

 

By Miss Cummings  
 

http://www.explorebirmingham.uk/
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Mental Health/Drugs Awareness 

All drugs influence our physical and mental health. Drugs can 
affect the way that we see and experience things. They can 
affect our mood and behaviour.   
In some cases, using recreational drugs can lead to long-
term mental health problems. They can be a ‘plug’ to help 
you at first, stopping the feelings that poor mental health 
may cause from creeping in, however, the effects don’t last 
long. The use of drugs often gives rise to further problems 

with our mental health.   
 

This month we were visited by David Graham who presented 
and alternative to drug misuse. A ‘Natural High’ was his 
message to pupils in Year 7 (and has been his message in our 
school for over 25 years!), encouraging us all to us our 
smarts, exercise and creativity to keep our minds healthy.   
Pupils heard David’s story, and how he keeps his own mental 
health under control through music. They also took part in 
several competitions, from kick ups and dancing, to creating 
their own lyrics to an anti-drugs song.   
If you or a family member is struggling with concerns around 
drugs misuse, talk to FRANK.   
https://www.talktofrank.com/   0300 1236600  
 

For all our pupils who have had the pleasure of hearing 
David’s talk over the years, please don’t forget to use your 
bowling pass for a free second game! The voucher only runs 
out when you reach 16.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By Mrs Ellis 
 

100% Attendance and Punctuality 

These pupils have been in school every day since the start of 

the year, with NO lates! They have 100% attendance, and we 

would like to say a huge well done to these pupils for this. 

Thank you to parents/carers who ensure that your children 

are coming to school not only every day but on time. We will 

continue to monitor attendance throughout the year and 

would love to see more names next month. Attendance is 

vital for your child’s education and missed days lead to 

missed learning. Pupils need to be in school before 8.50am 

every day and need to go straight home at the end of the 

day, or after clubs, especially as it is getting darker earlier.  

Year 7 

Nadia  Adams  7HEA  

Adunoluwa  Adesola  7HAL  

Christian  Adjei  7PAL  

Mikail  Ahmid  7PAL  

Samuel  Antalik  7PAL  

Favor  Arrey-Otang  7HAL  

Sunny  Atobrhan  7HEA  

Patrick  Chojnowski  7HAL  

Filip  Daszkiewicz  7BRS  

Izabella  Dovleag  7BRS  

Narayah  Eastwood  7HAB  

Valerie  Ejianreh  7PAL  

Emmanuel  Franklyn-Uloh  7BRS  

Zuzanna  Gruszczynska  7HAB  

Sofanit  Guesh  7HEA  

Ava  Henry  7PAL  

Devontae  Hewitt  7HAB  

Seth  Holder  7PAL  

Chinomso  Isife  7PAL  

Umar  Islam  EAL  

Talha  Javed  7HAL  

Gurlin  Kaur  7PAL  

Bnar  Kemal  7HAL  

Abel  Keneni  7BRS  

Tobias  Kroscen  7HAB  

Amritpreet  Malhi  7HEA  

Jennifer  Masih  7HAL  

Lidia  Mehari-Gabremicael  7BRS  

Sulayman  Miah  7HAB  

Mariya  Miah  7PAL  

Ridhwan  Mohamed  7BRS  
 

https://www.talktofrank.com/
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Christina  Morisho  7HEA  

Aaiza  Mukhtar  7PAL  

Dieudonne  Nah  7PAL  

Andrei-Ionut  Neagu  7HEA  

Raydon  Nguyen  7HAB  
Mohammad 
Sikander  Nouman  7HEA  

Goldlyn  Omali-Okonkwo  7PAL  

Sarah  Omenma  7HAB  

David  Oye  7HEA  

Kushi  Patel  7HAB  

Kelly  Pham  7BRS  

Fatima  Qasim  7PAL  

Raya  Raju  7HAB  

Rupinder  Ram Rani  7HAB  

Har Sahib  Singh  7BRS  

Justin  Singh  7HEA  

Simermeet  Singh  7HAL  

Gurpreet  Singh  7PAL  

Prabhdeep  Sokhal  7HEA  

Jayden  Tyrell  7HEA  

Edward  Ung  7HEA  

Z'neah  Williams  7HAL  

Ksawery  Winczura  7HAB  

Maja  Zdunkiewicz  7BRS  
 

Year 8 
 

Alan  Adamkowski  8LEV  

Ameera  Arogundade  8REG  

Favour  Basil  8RAH  

Lydia  Binyam  8ESM  

Ernesto  Breton Johnson  8LEV  

Kosisochukwu  Chinedu  8REG  

Khaleel  Cunningham  8LEV  

Sandra  Dawicka  8JAS  

James  Doyle  8RAH  

Rana  Hassan  8RAH  

David  Ifeosame  8RAH  

Zenab  Imran  8JAS  

Ashtaz  Islam  8REG  

Michael  John  8ESM  

Julia  Kaza  8REG  

Isa  Khan  8LEV  

Hairan  Kimba Musah  8LEV  

Dilianne  Levande  8REG  
 

Tia  Mattis  8ESM  

Hamza  Mehmood  8REG  

Joshua  Michael Berhe  8REG  

Ameer  Nadeem  8REG  

Jason  Nguyen  8RAH  

Trae  Nguyen  8RAH  

Sebastian  Prusak  8RAH  

Akhil  Ram  8JAS  

Mohammed  Raza  8RAH  

Mernell  Reid  8JAS  

Kavishnan  Sanker  8ESM  

Harjot  Singh  8RAH  

Krishnoor  Singh  8RAH  

Parampreet  Singh  8JAS  

Prabhjot  Singh  8REG  

Sehaj  Singh  8RAH  

Kacper  Skomski  8LEV  

Amelia  Stolarska  8LEV  

Raena  Teshome  8REG  

Wendy  Thompson  8LEV  

Charlene  Tuong  8JAS  

Zakir  Waqas  8REG  

Lamario  Wright-Ashley  8ESM  
 
Year 9 
 

Deborah  Agbolade  9TOW  

Ahmed  Ahmedzai  9ANT  

Danvir  Bains  9ANT  

Karina  Banger  9BAK  

Kritika  Basra  9GRE  

Sham  Behane  9MAN  

Krzysztof  Daszkiewicz  9MAN  

Erika  Dovleag  9MAN  

Erica  Fosua Agyemang  9ANT  

Africa Beauty  Garcia George  9MAN  

Kailen  Graham  9MAN  

Lovepreet  Guru  9GRE  

Mudazir  Hassan  9TOW  

Anna  Horvathova  9GRE  

Rako  Hussain  9BAK  

Imwenoghomwen  Imadonmwinyi  9BAK  

Bryan  Le  9MAN  

Sandra  Lutrzykowska  9TOW  

Daiana  Mancescu  9TOW  
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Sham  Mehari-Gabremicael  9MAN  

Nigel  Mthinsi  9BAK  

Gray  Mwakatobe  9GRE  

Greg  Mwakatobe  9MAN  

Silvia  Nah  9GRE  

Chisom  Nwaichi  9GRE  

Godson  Omenma  9ANT  

Richard  Oye  9TOW  

Noah  Paul  9TOW  

Ella  Prescott-Hopkins  9GRE  

Oliver  Rai  9ANT  

Ky'ran  Scarlett  SFC  

Nikodem  Siatkowski  9TOW  

Bhagwant  Singh  9BAK  

Mateusz  Teterycz  9GRE  

Maria  Tibuleac  9MAN  

Dylan  Tura  9ANT  
 
Year 10 
 

Sheingrwa  Behane  10WIO  

Ionatan  Bujor  10MCI  

Nathalia  Campbell-Bennett  10RES  

Diya  Chana  10HAS  

Navroop  Daulke  10MCI  

Matthew  Dwyer  10BRK  

David  Ejiofor  10HAS  

Precious  Franklyn-Uloh  10HAS  

Shoaib  Ghalib  10RES  

Simran  Gill  10MCI  

Krish  Harjiv  10BRK  

Yakhyaa  Hussain  10HAS  

Zara  Khan  10RES  

Vanessa  Kodua  10BRK  

Jakub  Letowski  10RES  

Kellianne  Levande  10WIO  

Shania-Anne  McDermott  10MCI  

Kobi  Mensah  10RES  

Hashir  Nadeem  10WIO  

Daniel  Oji  10WIO  

Chinazam  Okeke  10MCI  

Denzel  Okyei  10MCI  

Muhammed Sheraz  Rafaqat Begum  10HAS  

Malkia  Reid  10RES  

Eryk  Romanowski  10BRK  
 

Dilpreet  Sandhu  10WIO  

Jaskaran  Singh  10RES  

Tennice  Wright  10MCI  
 
Year 11 
 

Mohammed  Abdi  11HIR  

Sophia  Baloghova  11SIM  

Jakub  Borawski  11RAT  

Nethula  Bulathsinghala  11KIY  

Kameron  Chem  11RAT  

Akeyo  Cunningham  11KIY  

Nikola  Dawicka  11FOD  

Azhan  Faisal  11RAT  

Eldana  Guesh  11KIY  

Emmanuel  Ifeosame  11RAT  

Harkirat Singh  Kanwar  11KIY  

Ashpreet  Kaur  11SIM  

Zaida  Khanom  11SIM  

Daniel Wainer  Kodua  11RAT  

Gerrard  Mendoza  11KIY  

Ali  Mirshekarikazerouni  11RAT  

Hasan  Muhammad  11SIM  

Mohammed  Musa  11BRO  

Christiana  Musu Ngobeh  11RAT  

Haider  Nawaz  11HIR  

Fatou  Ndow  11FOD  

Modou  Njie  11FOD  

Darren  Omali Okonkwo  11RAT  

Derrek  Omali Okonkwo  11HIR  

Julian  Omenma  11HIR  

Ezekiel  Osazemwinde  11BRO  

Sebastian  Paul  11SIM  

Peter  Pham  11KIY  

Dhiraj  Ram  11RAT  

Rahma  Samia Miah  11FOD  

Samun  Stosray  11KIY  

Valerica  Tofei  11BRO  
 
By Mrs Chand 
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Classcharts 
 
In the month of October, we have 189 pupils in Year 7 to 11 
on 100% positives with no negatives (all pupils are listed 
below). It is fantastic to see so many pupils who have been 
meeting expectations and gaining their praise points from 
their teachers. These pupils should be receiving a praise post 
card from their form tutor to celebrate their achievement. 
Next month I hope to see more children on this list for 
November! Keep up the hard work and being the best you 
can be.  
 
Year 7 
 

Abdulhannan  Chaudhry  7BRS  61  

Filip  Daszkiewicz  7BRS  58  

Izabella  Dovleag  7BRS  33  

Remaya  Headley-Clarke  7BRS  47  

David  Kadzik  7BRS  44  

Kyle  Khan  7BRS  25  

Sachin  Kumar  7BRS  44  

Ri'kiyah  McCann  7BRS  41  

Lidia  
Mehari-
Gabremicael  7BRS  81  

Kelly  Pham  7BRS  85  

Har Sahib  Singh  7BRS  39  

Cherubim  Tabien  7BRS  68  

Praise  Ejiofor  7HAB  131  

Zuzanna  Gruszczynska  7HAB  60  

Sofia  Masih  7HAB  52  

Sulayman  Miah  7HAB  79  

Raydon  Nguyen  7HAB  64  

Sarah  Omenma  7HAB  80  

Kushi  Patel  7HAB  72  

Malachi  Scarlett  7HAB  54  

Amrit  Singh  7HAB  84  

Yahnnyi  Smith  7HAB  92  

Adunoluwa  Adesola  7HAL  59  

Favor  Arrey-Otang  7HAL  53  

Roxana  Karzan-Naser  7HAL  50  

Anja  Lamallari  7HAL  42  

Jennifer  Masih  7HAL  61  

Injacio  Mjeda  7HAL  59  

Adnan  Rahman  7HAL  45  

Melissa  Ferencova  7HEA  107  

Tanaka  Johwa  7HEA  120  

Amritpreet  Malhi  7HEA  53  

Hussein  Muhumed  7HEA  57  

Andrei-Ionut  Neagu  7HEA  42  

Anmole  Rajwal  7HEA  30  

Justin  Singh  7HEA  68  
 

Edward  Ung  7HEA  48  

Valerie  Ejianreh  7PAL  40  

Seth  Holder  7PAL  99  

Gurlin  Kaur  7PAL  62  

Mariya  Miah  7PAL  60  

Aaiza  Mukhtar  7PAL  34  

Dieudonne  Nah  7PAL  52  
 

Year 8 
 

Sara  Antony  8ESM  46  

Kevin  Sledz  8ESM  2  

Awet  Tecli  8ESM  25  

Sandra  Dawicka  8JAS  44  

Ryan  Jeerh  8JAS  40  

Kody  Nguyen  8JAS  40  

Emilija  Oniunaite  8JAS  46  

Sameer  Sabharwal  8JAS  47  

Sebastian  Sivak  8JAS  63  
Alexandru-
Ionut  Sultana  8JAS  53  

Kimora  Williams  8JAS  46  

Alan  Adamkowski  8LEV  45  

Aaliyah  Bains  8LEV  37  

Ernesto  Breton Johnson  8LEV  80  

Amina  Jahanzeb  8LEV  30  

Kacper  Skomski  8LEV  39  

Amelia  Stolarska  8LEV  61  

Wendy  Thompson  8LEV  60  

Maria  Traila  8LEV  53  

David  Aleksejevs  8RAH  1  

Rana  Hassan  8RAH  54  

Demi-Lee  Hulme  8RAH  48  

David  Ifeosame  8RAH  37  

Princela  Manu  8RAH  50  

Victoria  Osayande  8RAH  33  

Ameliah  Raj-Sawyers  8RAH  52  

Harjot  Singh  8RAH  37  

Krishnoor  Singh  8RAH  60  

Hubert  Wolant  8RAH  40  

Ameera  Arogundade  8REG  71  

Naomi  Bassano  8REG  31  

Kosisochukwu  Chinedu  8REG  78  

Ashtaz  Islam  8REG  36  

Julia  Kaza  8REG  66  

Oskar  Krzeminski  8REG  52  

Isaac  Masamuna  8REG  45  

Gabriel  Mendoza  8REG  41  

Neha Kaur  Sagoo  8REG  57  

Prabhjot  Singh  8REG  48  
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Year 9 
 

Imogen  Babalola  9ANT  51  

Riya  Bains  9ANT  33  

Ishmael  Clarke  9ANT  53  

Erica  Fosua Agyemang  9ANT  43  

Dominik  Gruszczynski  9ANT  33  

Maja  Majrowska  9ANT  67  

Taylor  Milligan  9ANT  36  

Godson  Omenma  9ANT  37  

Oliver  Rai  9ANT  26  

Jaskirat  Sahota  9ANT  60  

Riccardo-Mario  Sfeta  9ANT  43  

Arjun  Singh  9ANT  43  

Dylan  Tura  9ANT  33  

Harsh  Kumar  9BAK  26  

Bhagwant  Singh  9BAK  43  

Arjan  Badhan  9GRE  42  

Kritika  Basra  9GRE  48  

Maya  Borkowska  9GRE  55  

Isabella  Gill  9GRE  54  

Lovepreet  Guru  9GRE  20  

Anna  Horvathova  9GRE  50  

Precious  Ilori  9GRE  46  

Rayna  Jassal  9GRE  66  

Chisom  Nwaichi  9GRE  27  

Harrum  Sajid  9GRE  59  

Mateusz  Teterycz  9GRE  40  

Kayden  Tran  9GRE  17  

Sham  Behane  9MAN  42  

Yakob  Binyam  9MAN  59  

Kodi  Brown  9MAN  18  

Robert  Gregoryan  9MAN  23  

Priya  Kaur  9MAN  36  

Bryan  Le  9MAN  23  

Sham  
Mehari-
Gabremicael  9MAN  32  

Valentina  Opoku  9MAN  51  

Hazem Omar  
Rahma Al 
Ashrafani  9MAN  40  

Priya  Chem  9TOW  25  

Maja  Karwanska  9TOW  63  

Richard  Oye  9TOW  81  

Nikodem  Siatkowski  9TOW  71  
 
 

Year 10 
 

Jaskaran  Banger  10BRK  59  

Ayub  Gul  10BRK  28  

Krish  Harjiv  10BRK  37  

Mawra  Hussain  10BRK  76  

Vanessa  Kodua  10BRK  36  

Jose  Malundama  10BRK  48  

Eryk  Romanowski  10BRK  36  

Wiktoria  Domagala  10HAS  20  

Yakhyaa  Hussain  10HAS  35  

Mercedes  Johnson  10HAS  39  

Shriya  Nandy  10HAS  43  

Simran  Gill  10MCI  29  

Sarah  Manu  10MCI  58  

Ellie-May  Middleton  10MCI  16  

Christel  Mjeda  10MCI  31  

Chinazam  Okeke  10MCI  17  

Denzel  Okyei  10MCI  46  

Tennice  Wright  10MCI  39  

Abi  Brown  10RES  10  

Zara  Khan  10RES  31  

Jakub  Letowski  10RES  31  

Jaskaran  Singh  10RES  31  

Sheingrwa  Behane  10WIO  33  

Kellianne  Levande  10WIO  36  

Kelly  Odiase  10WIO  34  

Daniel  Oji  10WIO  25  

    
 
Year 11 
 

Joseph Daniel  Chanda  11BRO  48  

Thang  Chim  11BRO  37  

Mohammed  Hasan  11BRO  13  

Yuvraj  Sidhu  11BRO  50  

Valerica  Tofei  11BRO  50  

Julita  Wrukowska  11BRO  35  

Sara  Baranowska  11FOD  41  

Faria  Khan  11FOD  17  

Shera  Khinda  11FOD  56  

Fatou  Ndow  11FOD  55  

Wiktoria  Przerwa  11FOD  33  

Rahma  Samia Miah  11FOD  75  

Aman  Luggah  11HIR  54  

Derrek  Omali Okonkwo  11HIR  52  

Julian  Omenma  11HIR  53  

Maria Simona  Constantin  11KIY  55  
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Patrycja  Dembicka  11KIY  32  

Gerrard  Mendoza  11KIY  99  

Abhishek  Sabharwal  11KIY  77  

Laiba  Shahzadi  11KIY  13  

Samun  Stosray  11KIY  81  

Tiffany  Ung  11KIY  35  

Amelia  Wrukowska  11KIY  57  

Jakub  Borawski  11RAT  40  

Kameron  Chem  11RAT  44  

Bartosz Jan  Hamela  11RAT  44  

Cairo  Herbert  11RAT  39  

Chelle  John Omozee  11RAT  38  
Daniel 
Wainer  Kodua  11RAT  36  

Ali  Mirshekarikazerouni  11RAT  38  

Rayaan  Nawaz  11RAT  44  

Darren  Omali Okonkwo  11RAT  49  

Musa  Qurishi  11RAT  41  

Dhiraj  Ram  11RAT  53  

Warren  Bauwise  11SIM  39  

Hashem  Hassan  11SIM  43  

Hannah  Khan  11SIM  47  

Inderpal  Khela  11SIM  40  
 
By Miss Reynolds 

Our RE department are very proud of all of the pupils which 
submitted their development homework for Autumn 1, we 
have completed our first draw and we have 3 lucky winners!!! 
All 3 pupils Lydia, Akhil and Raya were happy to choose their 
own prizes and we look forward to receiving more 
development homework entries, so we are able to give out 
more prizes! Please remember that the development 
homework helps pupils accelerate independent learning 
through self-study and self-understanding of the content we go 
through in our lessons. 
 
By Mrs Begum 
 

RE Development Homework 

 

 

History  

Princess Precious Jones 7HAB - for making a great start to Year 7 History.  
Isaiah Foster 8LEV – for consistently showing enthusiasm in his history lessons.  
Miya Taggart 10RES – for demonstrating good subject knowledge in her history lessons.  
 

By Miss Lally 
 

Riya Bains 9ANT - for an excellent start to GCSE History.  
Dylan Tura 9ANT – for demonstrating fantastic knowledge in History lessons.  
Anna Horvathova 9GRE - Learned and wise by completing classwork and examination homework to an excellent standard.  
Imwenoghomwen Imadonmwinyi 9BAK  - Learned and wise by completing classwork to an excellent standard and good verbal 
contributions. 
 

By Miss Guest 
 

Seth Holder 7PAL - for being enthusiastic and curious in his history lessons.  
Christina Morisho 7HEA - for being enthusiastic and curious in her history lessons.  
Josue Matthews 7HAB - for being enthusiastic and curious in his history lessons. 
 

By Miss Levine 
 

Ameira Peart 10MCI – for demonstrating fantastic knowledge in history lessons.  
Kelly Odiase 10WIO - demonstrating fantastic knowledge in History lessons.  
Lidia Mehari-Gabremicael 7BRS - for being learned and wise in her history lessons.  
 

By Mr McIntosh 

 
 
 
 

 

Stars of the Month
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Drama 

Ian Kalonda 7PAL AND Khaleel Cunningham 8LEV – for being faith-filled and hopeful in Drama. 
Hermona Fremkael 9BAK – for being curious and active in her script work. 
Jasmeet Kaur 11FOD – for being curious and active in Drama. 
 
By Miss Cummings 

Music 

Cherubim Tabien 7BRS - for hard work and progress in music lessons. 
Ernesto Breton Johnson 8LEV - for hard work and dedication to music. 
Alina Mathews 9TOW - for focus and commitment to music throughout the term. 
Karen Karenga 10HAS - for improved focus and dedication to music throughout the term. 
Rhodasia Welch 11FOD - for improved progress and dedication to music. 
 
By Miss Antonucci 
 

MFL - Spanish 

Lidia Mehari-Gabremicael 7BRS - for being intentional and prophetic with her wonderful engagement during Spanish lessons. 
Dylan Tura 9ANT - for being enthusiastic and curious in his Spanish lessons by answering questions and completing excellent 
work. 
Goldlyn Omali-Okonkwo 7PAL - for her excellent consistency by being attentive and discerning in Spanish lessons.  

By Mr Rosellón 

MFL French/Spanish 

Muhammad-Sahil Adam 9BAK - for being curious and active in his French lesson by participating in class and completing 
excellent work. 
Zenab Iman 8JAS - for being attentive and discerning by completing excellent work in French. 
Angela Baruti 7HEA - for using her knowledge of French to being curious and active in her learning of Spanish. 
Kody Nguyen 8JAS - for showing excellence and achievement in his exercise book and in his Spanish lessons. 

By Miss Gosselin 

EAL 

Umar Islam EAL - for his great commitment to EAL - Science and his constant enthusiasm and participation. 
Marietou Fall EAL - for being attentive and discerning as well as presenting excellent quality work in EAL - Science. 

By Mr Rosellón 

 

 

Stars of the Month
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Geography 

Seth Holder 7PAL - for being enthusiastic and Curious in Geography. 

Dieudonne Nah 7PAL - for completing excellent work in Geography. 

Fasika Mehari 9BAK - For being curious and learned in Geography. 

Hasnain Hussain11HIR - for being attentive and discerning and making good choices in Geography. 

Rohan Sehjail 11SIM - for being actively engaged in his GCSE Geography lessons. 

Rohit Din 11RAT - for being actively engaged in his GCSE Geography lessons. 

Abi Brown 10RES - For being attentive and discerning by completing excellent work in Geography. 

Harsh Kumar 9BAK - For being attentive and discerning by completing excellent work in Geography. 

By Ms Levine 
 

Computing 

Ameera Arogundade 8REG – for giving great answers in Computing lessons. 

IT/Business/Computer Science 

Ricardo Dinca 11FOD – for showing a real interest in augmented reality. 
Denzel Okyei 10MCI – for always ask thoughtful questions and contribute to class discussions. 
Jakub Letowski 10RES – for consistently producing high-quality work in Business. 
Kritika Basra 9GRE, Riya Bains 9ANT and Erica Fosua 9ANT - for perseverance and being proactive, showing me extra notes 
they have been taking, in addition to doing the examination homework booklet, to get a deeper understanding of the activities 
they've been doing in class.   
AqIb Khan 10RES - for attainment, achieving 2 grades above his target grade. 
 

Girls PE 

Imaan Akhtar 7HAL - for demonstrating Excellent Movement competence. 
Amijah Thomas 8JAS - for demonstrating excellent perseverance. 
Hermona Fremkael 9BAK - for consistently demonstrating a positive attitude to learning. 
Deborah Fadola 10WIO - for outstanding assessment results. 
Talhah Munawwar 11KIY - for working hard on Sports Studies assignment work. 
 
 

By Miss Young 

Science 

Sebastian Paul 11sc3  Yakhyaa Hussain 10sc1  Alina Mathews 9sc4 
Darling year 9sc1   Prabhdeep Singh 7X3 
For outstanding effort and good attitude in science.  

Michelle Odeybyi 10WIO - for excellence and achievement in science. 
Wiktoria Przerwa 11FOD  Maria Simona 11KIY Abishek Sabharwal 11KIY   Patrycja Dembicka 11KIY 

Being resiliant and always trying hard. 
Ellie Mai 9BAK and Arjun Singh 9ANT – for outstanding work and effort in science.  

By Miss Kiyani 

 

 

Stars of the Month
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House News 

 

House rewards 
 
It has been a fantastic half term of pupils demonstrating good 
behaviour and a great attitude to learning, earning lots of 
positive points! We have already had 180 pupils use their 
points to buy prizes such as hygiene products, mindfulness 
books, footballs, and break time snack passes! Keep up the 
good work and purchasing more rewards! 
 

House Captain leadership day 
 
As part of the school games programme, 13 Year 10 pupils 
attended the Birmingham leaders’ flagship event where they 
were tasked in creating a project to bring back to school. Pupils 
were given the opportunity to network with other schools and 
build on teamwork and communication skills. The pupils who 
attended received T shirts and School games merchandise! 
Our House captains have decided to launch an Active 60 
campaign, keep an eye out for more information about this 
after half term! Well done to those pupils who represented the 
school fantastically! 
 

Black History Month entries and winners 
 
For the BHM house competition forms were tasked with 
creating a poem with the theme 'This is me'. We received some 
lovely and heartwarming entries which were fantastic to read!  
 
Year 7 Winner: 7BRS 
Year 8 Winner: 8REG 
Year 9 Winner: 9GRE 
Year 10 Winner: 10HAS 
 

Upcoming house news 
 
Next half term we are dedicating the house events to 
Remembrance Day. Each form will create a 'Postcard for peace' 
to commemorate Remembrance Day. The aim of their 
postcard is to share messages for peace and display artwork 
symbolising the importance of peace. I am looking forward to 
seeing creations from each form! 
 
By Miss Young 

Poem ‘This is Me’ 

In the mirror, I see the person I’m meant to be. A reflection of 
dreams, this is me, this is me. 
 
With boundless admirations, my teachers stand tall. Guiding 
lights in my life, they’ve seen me through. 
 
Their wisdom and grace in my heart, I hold clear, for they’ve 
nurtured my spirit, year after year. 
 
In the classroom, numbers and equations entwine, 
mathematics, my passion, a love so divine. 
 
From ciphers to algebra’s grace, solving equations, my heart 
finds its place. 
 
Spanish, a language that dances on my tongue, with words 
like poetry, my heart is sung. 
 
The culture, the music, the vibrant array. In every “hola” and 
“adios”, I find my way. 
 
This is me, a student, a learner, a soul. With love for the 
numbers and stories untold. 
 
To my teachers, my mentors, with gratitude and glee, I say 
“Gracious por todo”, this is me, this is me! 
 
By Kritika Basra 9GRE 
 

Stars of the Month

Boys PE 

Cherubim Tabien 7BRS - Demonstrating great skills in 
Badminton. 
Justin Singh 7HEA - Demonstrating great skills in 
Badminton. 
Teniola Olayiwola 10RES - Great basketball aptitude. 
Denzel Okyei 10MCI - Great basketball aptitude. 
Jahari Brou Walker Smith 9TOW - Excellent answers in 
GCSE PE. 
Trae Nguyen 8RAH - Excellent basketball improvement. 
Nathaniel Byfield 8ESM - Excellent basketball 
improvement. 
Mernell Reid 8JAS - Excellent basketball improvement. 
 

By Mr Bakshi 
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‘This is Me’ 

In the world of being twelve, here’s what I see, 

I’m sharing my heart, so listen to me. 

With feelings inside that twist and twirl,  

I’m finding my way in this big wide world. 

 

Hobbies light up my days with a special glow, 

from drawing to gaming, they make my heart go. 

In each brushstroke and level I achieve,  

I’m expressing myself, that’s what I believe. 

 

My hopes and dreams are big and bold, 

like reaching the stars or so I’ve been told. 

I dream of adventures, both near and far, 

and being a shing star! 

 

I like ice-cream and staying up late, 

but spinach and chores? I can hardly wait! 

My identities like a puzzle to complete, 

with pieces of me that are truly sweet. 

 

In my beliefs. I have values so true, 

like being kind to others, that’s what I do. 

Achievements are like trophies, big and small, 

from acing a test to scoring a goal. 

 

Heritage is like a treasure to uncover, 

with stories of the past to learn from, discover. 

So, here’s my little tale, just for you to see, 

“This is me”! I shout, as I grow and be me! 

8REG 

 

Poem 

If I moved to the UK, I would go to the museum to learn 

about my history and the past. 

How important people in life have made history and changed 

the world in many different, unique ways. 

When I was young I had a different beliefs to everyone and 

then my family told me that we should treat people who have 

different religion beliefs with kindness and respect. 

As I remember it is Black History Month, we treat others in 

our community with equality. 

If I could make a change, I would make sure everyone is 

treated with respect and stop racism. 

This is our history. 

10HAS 

 

Poem 

I only learned about my family history 4 years ago, 

it turns out my grandfather was the eldest son of a King, 

if he became a king, he would have to stop being Christian! 

He had a choice, to throw away his beliefs or stand with 

Christianity!  

Jesus, The king of kings! 

By Great Ugbede 7BRS 
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Dear Parents/Carers and Students,  
 
HAPPY, SAFE HALLOWEEN/BONFIRE NIGHT – REMINDER FROM WEST MIDLANDS POLICE 
 
With the darker nights fast approaching, it is important that students are reminded what we, as a school community, 
expect of them in terms of behaviour.   
 
Parents/carers and students should already be aware that as part of our safeguarding arrangements, the school has a 
two-way information sharing agreement in place with West Midlands Police, and we are active members of the local 
Police & Schools Panel.  This joint approach helps us to intervene early to prevent and reduce crime and anti-social 
behaviour involving our students and provide support and up-to-date safety messages. 
 
In partnership with the police, we would also like to remind our students about the following: - 

 

• Anti-social behaviour: Halloween can be a scary time for people who don’t like surprises or callers at their door. 
Think about how your actions and behaviour affect others; elderly and vulnerable people may be frightened by 
‘trick or treat’ so look out for signs in windows that people do not want callers at their door. 

• Personal Safety:  

o Be aware of your surroundings, take care of friends and family members and keep valuables such as 

phones out of public view whenever possible. 

o Don’t drink alcohol, take illegal drugs or unknown substances; they can have a big impact on your health 

and safety, behaviour, and your ability to do well at school and enjoy other interests and activities. They 

can also be addictive and have unpredictable side effects, including sudden death! Information is 

available at www.talktofrank.com 

• Social Media: Don’t allow your use of social media to put you at risk of grooming, exploitation, or regret in 

future.  Use social media positively and avoid being negative about anyone online as comments/actions may be 

traced back to you and you will be held accountable. 

• Weapons in public places: Carrying a knife or other weapon will get you a criminal record which can have life-

long effects on travel and job prospects.  Those who carry knives are also much more likely to be injured by 

them. Don’t take BB Guns, Gel Blasters/Guns, or any other real looking toy guns into public spaces as these can 

cause alarm to the public - which could receive a Police Firearms response. 

• Off-road bikes: These can only be ridden on private land with the landowner’s permission. Don’t risk your life 

and future prospects by illegally riding these on the road. 

• E-Scooters: In the UK, you must be at least 18 years old and hold a provisional or full driving licence to ride a hire 
e- scooter. A privately owned e-scooter can only be used in a private place with the landowner’s permission; they 
are illegal to use on a road or in a public place. 

• Remember the company you keep: If your friend breaks the law, you may also be held responsible for that crime 

– even if you weren’t the one directly responsible. 

 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 

Miss Marston 
Headteacher 
Saint John Wall Catholic School 

Richard North 
Chief Superintendent - Birmingham LPA 
West Midlands Police 

  

K Marston 

 

http://www.talktofrank.com/
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